
OMNES INCLUSION CENTRE
*AUTUMN EDITION*

AUTUMN 2021!

A CREATIVE AUTUMN!

The fun summer has given way to a creative autumn!
Our program was renewed and enriched, offering all
our members knowledge, joy and fun!

TAKE A LOOK
AT:

#LESSONS

#CREATIVE
ACTIVITIES

#MEETINGS -
DISCUSSIONS



~Lessons~
*Pathway to  A l l  Ch i ldren in  Educat ion*

One thing that was very important for us was the beginning of
the program "Pathway to All Children in Education (ACE)",
which is implemented by OMNES with the support and funding
of UNICEF Greece. The project aims to facilitate the access of
refugee and immigrant children to formal education, as well as
to support their attendance.
Interdisciplinary teams consisting of educators, interpreters,
psychologists, and social scientists provide services through
the "Centers for Education and Creative Activities", in order to
contribute to the development of language and social skills.

More specifically, the program includes:
• Preparing children who do not attend public schools in order
to facilitate their smooth integration into them, in accordance
with the Greek law.
• Supporting the development of language skills (Greek and
English).
• Providing support at home for the daily work and obligations
of students, with the aim of the smooth continuation of
schooling and the avoidance of the phenomenon of school
dropout.
• Enhancing social learning, psychosocial support and
empowerment of children.

"Classes in
Inclusion help

us a lot in
school!"

HUSSEIN, 13

“Apart from the
lessons, we do

many other
things and we
have a great

time."

ROKAIA, 13

"I like the
lessons, because

I spend time
with my friends
and I learn a lot

of things!"

ALI,  14



~Creative activities~

*Learn ing*Creat iv i ty*Fun*

Creative activities are always one of our top priorities
due to filling us and our members, young and old, with
joy! For the first time, art workshops (painting,
creative writing, chess) for young people were
implemented in our center, a knitting team was set up
in the context of women's creative activities and skills
enhancement courses in new technologies started
again. At the same time we enthusiastically welcomed
the Red Noses International, who introduced us to
their show and held a fun workshop!
!



Storytelling workshop with Afghan writer Parwana Amiri!

Painting workshop with Afghan painter Lida Sherzad!

Computer classes

Chess workshop with Polish world champion Michał
Kanarkiewicz!

On line workshop with Red Noses International!



~Meetings - discussions ~

*Educat ion*Psychosocia l  support*Heal th

educat ion*

With the start of the new school year and the ACE
program, we decided to hold training meetings and
briefings about the importance of attending school and
attending support courses at the Inclusion Center. At the
same time, we continued holding meetings about various
other topics, such as psychological support, social
empowerment and information on medical issues.

 

 
All these actions would have been

impossible without the valuable help
and support of Choose love and

Unicef! We are grateful that they are
by our side and contribute to our

work, in order to promote the
inclusion of our people and the

improvement of every aspect of their
lives!

 


